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Dilatation of C~Tstals on Change of Temperature. 275 
of electrification on a plate of a given shape, when its plane 
is perpendicular to the direction of the lines of force, increase 
in an increasing proportion as the dimensions of the plate 
increase. 
IV. That the distribution of electricity on a plate is sub- 
stantially reversed when its plane is respectively parallel or 
perpendicular to the direction of the lines of force. 
V. That when the direction of the lines of force, in an 
electrolytic field, is parallel to the sides and perpendicular to 
the ends of a metallic conductor, the distribution of electricity 
thereon is similar to the distribution of electricity set up on a 
similar-shaped conductor, in air or other gaseous dielectric, 
and subjected to ordinary inductive forces. 
VI. That the power of points in accumulating electricity is, 
under the conditions et out in V., similar to the power shown 
in air when the conductor to which they are attached is sub- 
jected to ordinary inductive forces. 
In conclusion, I would point out that our knowledge of the 
power of points to accumulate lectric force, and~ generally, 
of the distribution of electricity on conductors ubjected to 
ordinary inductive forces in air, has been obtained under 
circumstances where it may be supposed that the direction of 
the lines of force was more or less parallel to the sides and 
perpendicular to the ends of such conductors. But I venture 
to think, seeing the close analogy which evidently exists under 
certain circumstances between the distribution of electricity 
on conductors in electrolytes and in dielectrics, that the fresher 
exploration of electrical distribution on conductors in air sub- 
jected to inductive forces differing in direction, will show that 
the laws governing the distribution of electricity on conductors 
in the respective lectric fields are similar, if not identical. 
In other words, the distribution of electricity on metallic bodies 
in air may be found to be as dependent upon the direction of 
the lines of force as in electrolytes. 
August 1883. 
XLI.  The Dilatation of Crystals on Change of Temperature. 
By L. FLETCHER, M.A, of the Mineral Departmen G British 
Museum; late Fellow of University College, Oxford*. 
[Second paper.] 
[Plate III.] 
I N a previous paper bearing the above titlet, read before the Crystallological Society in :November 1879, the following 
properties were shown to follow from the assumption that the 
* Read before the Crystallologieal Society, July 3, 1883. 
'f Phil. Mag. 18807 vol. ix. p. 81. 
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276 Mr. L. Fletcher on the Dilatation of Crystals 
geometrical nd physical characters of a crystal are the same 
along all lines having the same direction :-- 
1. A plane of physical and geometrical symmetry is perma- 
nent for all changes of temperature solong as the crystalline 
arrangement is preserved. A crystal may thus, theoretically 
at least, pass on mere change of temperature from a system 
of lower to one of higher symmetry, but not vice versd, with- 
out a preliminary destruction of the crystalline arrangement 
of its molecules. 
2. A sphere at one temperature in general becomes an 
ellipsoid at a second. 
3. Any three lines mutually perpendicular t the first tem- 
perature become three conjugate diameters of the ellipsoid at 
the second. 
4. One particular triad of lines, namely that which at the 
second temperature coincides with the axes of the ellipsoid, is 
rectangular at both temperatures : the lines of this triad are 
the directions of greatest mean and least expansion, and have 
been called by Neumann thermic axes. 
5. The pair of diameters at right angles to the circular 
sections of the ellipsoid are such that the expansion of all 
crystaMines normal to them at the second temperature has 
been the same: they thus present a character analogous to 
that of the optic axes and of the magnetic axes of Pliicker. 
6. One triad of lines has absolutely the same position in 
space at the two temperatures, and at the suggestion of Prof. 
Maskelyne has been designated as a triad of atropic lines; 
being in general not at right angles, they are distinct from 
the thermic axes ; and if permanently fixed in space for all 
variations of temperature they must be intimately related to 
the structure of the crystal, and would in such case have a 
claim to be regarded not as arbitrary but as veritable axes of 
the crystal. 
7. _An infinite number of triads of lines can be found 
which retain their mutual inclinations while changing their 
directions in space: the lines of such triads will in this paper be 
designated as isotropic ; the so-called thermic axes are merely 
the particular triad of isotropic lines for which the angles of 
mutual inclination are right angles. 
8. If in a crystal belonging to the Oblique system the two 
lines in the symmetry-plane which are atropie for one pair of 
temperatures are atropic for all others, no lines isotropic for 
one pair of temperatures will retain their inclination perma- 
nently, and thus having no constancy of inclination can scarcely 
be important as structural lines of the crystal. 
It was further shown that in the Cubic system all lines, and 
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on Change of Temperature. 277 
in the Tetragonal and Hexagonal systems all lines parallel or 
perpendicular to the axis of highest symmetry, are permanent 
in direction on change of temperature of the crystal ; that in 
the Rhombic system both the thermie axes and the atropic 
lines are coincident with the crystallographic axes ; that in 
the Oblique system one thermic axis and one atropic line 
coincide with the crystallographic axis perpendicular to the 
plane of symmetry, while the remaining thermic axes, atropic 
lines, and crystallographic axes lie without any evident con- 
nection in the plane of symmetry ; and that in the Anorthic 
system the thermic axes, atropic lines~ and crystallographic 
axes are apparently quite independent of each other. 
With the view of experimentally testing the above theory 
of the possible want of permanency of the thermic axes, Mr. 
Beckenkamp*, at the instance of Professor Groth, has under- 
taken in the Strassburg laboratory the onerous task of making 
precise measurements of he angles of anorthite, axinite, ortho- 
clase, and gypsum at various temperatures; and for this pur- 
pose a large goniometer reading to seconds has been at his 
disposal. Deducing from these measurements the positions 
of the thermie axes by the help of fbrmul~e c~)nstructed by 
the elder and younger Neumann for Oblique and Anorthic 
crystals respectivelyt, Mr. Beckenkamp finds that, while the 
variation in the case of the other minerals examined is within 
the limits of the errors of experiment, in a crystal of anorthite 
the axis of minimum expansion for the pair of temperatures 
200--80 ° C. is as much as 26 ° 36 ~ distant from the corresponding 
axis for the pair of temperatures 20o--200 ° C.; and Mr. Beeken- 
kamp further states that it is unnecessary to show that this is 
beyond any possible xperimental error. 
Any deviation, however small, from absolute rectangularity 
of the lines which are thermie axes for one pair of tempera- 
tures being clearly fatal to their permanency, the magnitude 
of this deviation was not touched upon in the first paper. As, 
however, the change in the mutual inclinations of these lines 
could scarcely be expected to exceed a few seconds, and the 
change in the position of the thermic axes perhaps a few 
minutes, it seemed necessary to carefully examine the original 
formulm of Neumann and the observations and calculations 
of Beckenkamp before such an enormous variation as 26 ° 36 ~ in 
the position of a thermic axis could be considered absolutely 
* Zeitschri3¢ fi~r KrystallograpMe, 1881, vol. v. p. 436 ~ and 1882, vol. vi. 
p. 450. 
? Pogg. Ann. 1833, vol. xxvii, p. 240 ; and 1861, vol. cxiv. p. 492. 
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278 Mr. L. Fletcher on the JDilatation of Crystals 
proved. An examination undertaken with this object in view 
has led to the gradual development of the present paper. 
It was soon found that the formulm of •eumann are so 
complex, and are arrived at by so complicated a method, that 
it was far from easy to become quite confident that some small 
error might not have crept in to invalidate the result, more 
especially as Beckenkamp had himself had occasion to point 
out two printer's errors in the formula~ of the original paper of 
~eumann. This feeling will perhaps be more intelligible if we 
give Neumann's tatement of the method by which the ther- 
mic axes are to be actually calculated. It is as follows :-- 
"Let  OA, OB, OC be the crystallographic axes and have 
lengths A, B, C respectively: take three rectangular axes xl, x~, 
x3, x3 being coincident with OC, x~ in the plane AOC and 
perpendicular to OC, and xl perpendicular to the plane AOC. 
Let ~1 32 33, [31 ~ ~,  71 7:73 be the direction-cosines of OA, 
OB, OC at the initial temperature ~ with respect o the axes 
xl, x:, x3 ; let the increments at the second temperature 8 of 
the nine cosines ttl, a2, 33, &c. &c. be denoted by Art1, Aa~,... ,  
and of the lengths A, B, C by AA, AB, AC. For brevity 
write 
AA AC Aa and AB AC Ab 
A C =-X- B C =-b;  
and let a denote the determinant 
~I  ~2 gO3 
• YI 7'2 73 
Find nine constants A from the following formula:-- 
d~ Aa~+ da A/3i+ d~ d¢ Aa +d~ hb 
__  - -  _ _  Gt i
{T tT ) 
and construct the equations 
2(A,'--R)C, + (A('+A2')C~ + (A~'H+A3 ') Ca=0, 
(A2t -~-A1  f / )  C1- -~2(A2P/ - -X :~)C2 ~- (~k$" / / . j - z~3/ / )C3=0,  
(A3' + A~',,)c~ + (a3" + A~")C~ + 2(A3'"- R)03 = 0, 
¢,~+ C~+ c ~ 3 --'~--1* 
Determine the roots R1, R:, R3 of the cubic equation 
2(A:'-R) (a:"+A:') (a:"'+a3') 
(~,+h,, ,)  2 ( .~- -a )  (A~'"+A3") =0. 
(A3' + hi'") (h~"+ hJ") 2(A3'"--R) 
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on Change of Temperature. 279 
Substituting in turn these roots in the preceding equations, 
calculate the values of Ci~ C:, Ca: each set of values of CDC~,C a
will give the direction-cosines relative to the rectangular axes 
xi, x~, xa of the directions at the second temperature/~I of 
thermic axes for the pair of temperatures t9 and B~. '' 
It is not recorded that Neumann himself made any practi- 
cal use of these formulm; and it would appear that 1)ape, by his 
determination of the thermic axes of crystals of copper sul- 
phate*, was the first to show that they come within the range 
of practical crystallography : the actual results, however, can- 
not be very precise, seeing that the instrument employed only 
afforded readings to a minute. Beckenkamp has now made 
extensive use of these formulm to ascertain whether or not in 
an Anorthic crystal the same crystal-lines remain permanently 
at right angles, and decides the question in the negative. 
It had occurred to the writer that results deduced from these 
formulm would really be useless for .the purpose of testing the 
permanency of the thermic axes, since the equations are ob- 
tained by neglecting small quantities of the second order upon 
which one would expect any change in the thermic axes to 
depend. In fact it will be shown later that on reversing the 
order of the temperatures, exactly the same equations, and con- 
sequently the same direction-cosines, as before will be ob- 
tained; but this time they must give the position of the thermic 
axes at the lower instead of at the higher temperature. In 
other words, the formulm only give the position of the thermic 
axes within an angular distance equal ~o the actual displace- 
ment of the corresponding crystal-lines by the change of tem- 
perature. 
As, however, the calculated eviation of 26 ° 36 / in the position 
of one of the thermic axes of anorthite is evidently far beyond 
the displacement of any lines of the crystal, it would appear to 
result from some other cause than the neglect of the terms of 
the second order. 
Since it is very difficult to imagine that two lines of a 
crystal can have the same mutual inclination at two different 
temperatures and yet deviate therefrom at intermediate ones~ 
we propose to show in the first place by actual calculation 
• that such a property is undoubtedly characteristic of crystal- 
line bodies ; a-ad incldenta]ly we shall find the deviation in 
the case of the particular mineral used for illustration~ thus 
obtaining a clue~ however faint, to the order of magnitude 
of this deviation in the general case. 
* 1)egg. Ann. 1868, VOle cxxxv, p. 1. 
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280 Mr. L. Fletcher on the Dilatation of Crystals 
The mineral we select for this illustration is rock-crystal; 
and for the following reasons :--  
1st. Any section through the morphological xis contains 
two lines which are at once thermic axes and atropic lines for 
all temperatures; 
2ndly. The expansions along these atropie lines have been 
determined by Fizeau with great accuracy; and 
3rdly. These xpansions are very different, one being almost 
double the other. 
The precision attained by the method of Fizeau* will be 
better appreciated if we mention that two determinations 
made with especial care at times separated by an interval of 
about welve months, during which the apparatus had been 
heated and cooled some hundreds of times, gave for the co- 
efficient of expansion in the direction of the morphological 
axis 0"0000078118 and 0"0000078117 respectively. 
We may here conveniently call attention to the fact that 
Fizeau's method when employed alone gives the variation in 
- -  - -  " a 
the thickness of the plate and not he variation m length of 
crystal-line initially normal to its faces, the two quantities 
only being identical when the same line of the crystal is per- 
manently normal to the plate. If h be the initial thickness of 
the plate, and h' the length at the second temperature of a 
line which, though at the first temperature normal to the 
plate, is at the second temperature inclined to the normal at 
an angle 8, the quantity measured by Fizeau is h' cos 8--h, 
and differs from the true expansion of the crystal-line, namely 
h'--h, by a quantity h' O--cos t~), which, though always 
small, is in many cases quite appreciable ; if, for instance, fbr 
an interval of temperature of 100 ° C. the normal be rotated 
through an angle of 10', as is sometimes the case, the correc- 
tion of the coefficient of expansion for that interval is "0000042 
and for an interval of 1 ° O. is "000000042, quantities scarcely 
to be neglected. 
The present illustration is so chosen that this difficulty does 
not present itself, the expansions having been determined by 
Fizeau from plates normal to permanently atropic lines. 
Let X 0 Z (P1. III. fig. 1) be any section of a crystal of 
quartz of which O Z is the morphological xis and 0 X any line 
perpendicular to it, these lines being permanent in direction in 
space for all changes of temperature; let the unit lengths 
along O X, O Z at the initial temperature tl become a, fl at the 
temperature t~; let L I N ~ be the position at the second tempe- 
rature of the line which initially has the position L N, and let 
* Comptes Rendus, 1868, vol. lxvi. p, 1006. 
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on Cl~ange of Temperature. 281 
O P', O P be the corresponding normals from O. Then 
whence 
OL' = = OL, 
ON'=# ON; 
eL '  a OL a 
tan P 'X= ~-~, = ~ ~-~ = ~ tan PX . .  (1) 
Similarly, if OQ ~, OQ be the normals to a second plane at 
these two temperatures, 
Gt 
tan Q/X-- ~tan QX ; . . . . .  (2) 
whence, if the angle P~Q' = PQ, or the planes P, Q be isotropic 
for the two temperatures tl, 4, we have 
or  
whence 
tan (Q'X--P'X)= tan (QX--PX), 
g( 
(tan QX-  tan PX) 
1 + ~ tan QX tan PX 
tan QX- tan  PX  
i + tan QX tan PX '  
or  
1 
tan QX= - -  
tan PX 
=tan P'Z from (1), (3) 
Qx = PIZ = 9 0 ° -  P~X, . . . . .  (4) 
a simple relation giving the position of a plane Q isotropic 
for this pair of temperatures to a given plane P. 
It is now necessary to find the angle p~Q//between these 
same planes P, Q at a third temperature tv 
If the unit lengths along OX, OZ at t I become a and b 
respectively at t3, we find, just as before, that 
tan P/IX-- b tan l~X, 
tan Qr'X-- bran QX, 
= ~ ~cot PX, from (3); 
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282 Mr. L. Fletcher on the Dilatation of Crystals 
whence 
tan Q"P" _ tan (Q"X-PuX)  
tan Qt' - tan (QX-PX)  
b ~cot PX- -  b tanPX i+e  
U 
= a2 ~ X 
1 + -- - ~ eotPX--tan PX b 2 t~ a 
a + ~ ab(. + ~) 
- - - -  or . . . . .  (5) b a ab~+fla ~ 
~7~+~ ~ 
a relation which holds rigorously for any crystal-section con- 
raining two rectangular atropic lines. 
The planes P, Q will thus not be permanently isotropie unless 
a a 
ab(a+13) equals ab~+fla~ or ~ =b for all temperatures--a 
condition which is only satisfied for those crystals in which a 
is permanently equal to ft. 
In the case of rock-crystal, according to Fizeau's measure- 
ments*, if 
t l=10 ° C.~ t~=80 ° C., and ts=50 ° C., 
a = 1"00100163, 
= 1"000552895, 
a = 1"00055808, 
b = 1"00030532; 
whence, if P, Q be two planes isotropic for the pa~r of tempe- 
tures 10°---80 ° C., the angle between them at 50 ° C. will be 
given by the equation 
tan Q"P~' ab(a +fl) =1.00000002473, 
tanQP -ab  2+~a: 
or, to the second order of small quantities, 
Q"P ' -  QP = 0"000000012365 sin2QP. (6) 
Hence the variation in the angle PQ will not exceed a~th  of 
a second. 
If a=l+m,  ~=l+n,  a---l+d, b=l+e,  and higher 
powers than the square of the small quantities m, n, d~ e be 
neglected, it will be found that 
~b(~+~) = 1+ (d- -~)( .~-~-  d+~) 
a b ~ + 13a 2 2 ' 
* Comptes .Rendus, 1866, vol. lxii. p. 1145. 
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on Change of Temperature. 283 
and thus to the same approximation, 
Q"P" -  QP = (d--e)(m--n--d + e) sin 2QP 
4 . . (7 )  
Substituting the above values of m, n, d, e, it will be found in 
this manner that 
QI 'P"-QP=0"000000012384sin2QP, . . (8) 
which is virtually the same result as before. 
Again, from equation (1) we have for the intermediate 
temperature ta, 
tan PIIX = a tan PX, 
whence a tan PX--tan I~X 
tan P'/P = tan (PI/X-- PX) = ~-+ tan P/'X tan PX'  
and, neglecting small quantities of the second order, 
p , ,p_  ;a--b) sin 2PX. (9) 
I f  for the sake of example we take PX=30 °, we find in this 
way that the displacement of P for the change of temperature 
106--50 ° C. is about 23~t: the change in the inclination of 1 ) 
to Q for the change of temperature 10°--50 ° is thus less than 
the ~ part of the absolute displacements of the poles P and Q. 
From the above we think it will be clear that lines may be 
isotropic for one pair of temperatures without being so for 
others; that when there are two perpendicular atropic lines, 
this variation of angle will be a small quantity of the second 
order ; and, further, that lines may be isotropic for one pair 
of temperatures and yet be absolutely without claim to im- 
portance as axes of the crystal. 
In the previous paper it was mentioned that, whether the 
indices of the planes be rational or irrational, or, what comes 
to the same thing, whether the planes be natural or artificial, 
the indices will be unaltered by any change of temperature 
of the cr~..-stals ; and, further, ~hat the anharmonic ratios of 
any four natural or artificial planes in the same zone must be 
likewise constant on change of temperature, for they can be 
expressed in terms of the constant indices*. Considerable use 
of the latter property is made in the proof of the various pro- 
position s given in the present paper; as in the case of the 
anharmonic ratios themselves, the formulm are true whatever 
CA Tract on Crystallography,' by W. tt. Miller, 1863, p. 10. 
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28~ Mr. L. Fletcher on the Dilatation of Crystals 
the relative positions of the poles if arcs measured in opposite 
directions are regarded as opposite in sign. 
PI~OP. I. Given the alterations of the angles between three 
planes of a zone, to determine the displacement of a fourth plane 
of the zone [see also Props. V. and W. ]  (fig. 2). 
Le~ the poles a, e~ d at the first temperature take up the posi- 
tions a I, c ~, d r at the second; and let it be required to find pi, 
the position at the second temperature of a pole having the 
position P at the first. 
From the constancy of the anharmonic ratios we have 
[c'd'P'a'] = [~dra], 
and 
sin PZa z sin dZc ' sin Pa sin de 
sin PIc' sin din I -  sin Pc sin da' 
whence 
I f  
sin p%i sin Pa sin de sin dla I 
sin (P~a ~-  da ~) = sin Pc sin dig sin da 
tan ~= sin Pa sin de sin d~d 
sin Pc sin dl c ' sin da ' 
a known quantity, then 
cl a t 
tan (P 'at - -  c2~aZ) = tan -~-~ cot (~--45°),  
a logarithmic formula by means of which the arc P~a ~ can 
readily be calculated. 
PROP. II. Given the alterations of the angles between three 
planes of a zone, to determine the position of a plane in the same 
zone i~otropic to one of them. 
As before, let a, c, d be the given poles, and let it be required 
to find a pole a isotropic to a. 
From the constancy of the anharmonic ratios~ 
[acda] =-- [a'c~d'a'], 
whence 
sin ac sin da sin a/c / sin d% r 
sin aa sin de sin a~a ~ sin did" 
By hypothesis, 
and thus 
or  
sinac sinde sin d'a ~ 
sin a~e ' - -  sin da sin dIJ ' 
sin (ac--a,,) _ sin dc sin d' a' 
sin (a ld- -aa)  -- sin da sin die '.  
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on Chanffe of Temperature. 
sin de sin dr a ' 
tan ~b = sin tire r sin da" 
a known quantity, then 
tan(a'e'~ae act)= j a'c'--ac tan ~ tan (45 ° + ~b), 
285 
But 
hence 
or  
And since 
we have 
or  
sin aP sin Qct sin a'P I sin Q/ct/. 
sin act sin QP -- sin ale ' sin Q/pI 
aa =a%' and QP= Q'P', 
sin aIP I sin Q~ 
sin aP - ~ '  
sin (aP + PP'- -  aa') _ sin (Q'a~ + QQ' -  cta'). 
sin aP sin Q%' 
pp /= QQ/and aa' =a~'; 
aP=QI~ '.
Or, if two pairs of planes be simultaneously isotropic, the angle 
between two of the planes, one from each pair, at the first 
terfiperature is equal to the angle bet,~ een the other two planes 
at the second temperature. 
Corollary.--In the first paper it was shown from mecha- 
nical considerations that, for any pair of temperatures, at least 
one pair of real planes is atropic. 
If a,a be the poles of a pair of these planes, the relation just 
given becomes 
aP = Q'a. 
Or if in any crystal two planes arc isotropic for a given change 
of temperature, the angle which one of the isotropic planes 
makes at the first temperature with either of the atropic planes 
is equal to the angle which the second isotropic plane makes 
at the final temperature with the remaining atropic plane. 
from which the arc aa can be readily found. 
Paoe. III. To find a ~'elatlon between any two pairs of iso- 
trople 1)lanes in the same zone. 
If a, a, P, Q be two pairs of isotropic planes, we have, as 
before, 
[aPQct] = [a'P'Q'~'], 
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286 Mr. L. Fletcher on the Dilatation of Crystals 
PROP. IV. I f  two -planes at right angles to the -plane of sym- 
metrp/ of an Oblique crystal be -permanently atro,pic, no other 
-planes in this zone retain their mutual inclination at all tempe- 
ratures (fig. 3). 
As before, let a, a be the planes which are permanently 
atropic, and let P, Q be planes isotropic for one pair of tempe- 
ratures; whence PQ=P'Q '  and PP~=QQ'. From the last 
corollary aP--Q'a: if _p, q, S be the points of bisection of the 
arcs pp/, QQ,, aa respectively, 
a,p=qa, ,Pq=PQ=P'Q',  and pS=Sq= PQ. 
2 
Whenee~ifthe angle between the isotropic planes P, Q be given, 
the positions of-p, 9, the middle points of the arcs of displace- 
merit PP', QQ', are absolutely definite. 
But if the temperature of the crystal be again changed and 
the poles P' Q' take up new positions P~' Q", it is seen that the 
middle points of the arcs PP"  and QQ" do not now coincide 
with ,p ~; in other woMs, the planes P Q no longer retain their 
mutual inclination. 
PROP. V. The following method of calculating the displace- 
ment of a given pole is sometimes more convenient than the 
method indicated in Prop. I. 
Let a, a be the poles of any pair of isotropic planes, and 
d, d' the positions of a third pole at the two temperatures : if
P, P' be the corresponding positions of a fourth pole, we have, 
as before, 
[aPda] = [a'P'd'~'], 
sin Pa sin da sin P'a' sin d'a' 
sin Pa sin da -- sin P~'  sin d'a ~' 
or 
sin Pa sin p,~/ sin da sin d~ '. 
sin Pa sin P'a I -- sin d,, sin dra i' 
and is therefore, so long as we keep to the same pair of tem- 
peratures, constant for all positions of P. 
Let 
P'a' -- Pa = P'~' -- P~ = O; 
then 
whence 
sin Pa sin P'~' 1 + tan 8 cot P~. 
sin Pa sin P 'd  = 1 + tan 0 cot Pa' 
1 + tan 8 cot P~ 
1 + tan 0 cot Pa -- 1 + e, 
where e is some small quantity dependent upon the tempera- 
tures, but independent of P. 
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PROP. VI. To find an approximate formula for the displace- 
ment of a given pole P. 
Neglecting in the last formula higher powers of 8 than the 
square~ we find that 
(1 + tan 8 cot P'*)(1-- tan 8 cot Pa + tan 2 8 cot 2 Pa) = 1 + e, 
whence  e tan 8 = . sin Pa sin Pa + tan 2 8 cot Pa. 
sin aa  
If 81 be the first approximation to 8, obtained by neglecting 
the term of the second order tan 2 8 cot Pa~ we have 
81 = k sin Pa sin Pa, 
where k= e and is thus a small quantity independent of
sin aa ~ 
the position of P. 
I f  8~ be the second approximation, 
83 = 81 + tan ~ 81 cot Pa. 
PROP. VII.  To determine the value of the coey~eient k. 
Let q) be the variation of any given angle Qa; then 
(Prop. v.)  
1 + tan ~b cot Qa 
1 + e = 1 + tan ~b cot Qa' 
whence 
e---- (cot Qa-cot  Qa) tan ~b, 
1 + tan~b cot Qa 
and e sin 4, kk_=~. = 
sm aa sin Qa sin (Qa + 9) ' 
a logarithmic formula by means of which k can be readily 
fbund. 
PROP. VI I I .  To find the maximum and minimum values of 
the term of the second order tan 2 81 cot Pa. 
This proposition is convenient for determining whether or 
not the term can be neglected in comparison with experi- 
mental errors. 
Let  a=lSO°--aa, 
then 
COS Pa  
tan ~ 81 cot Pa = k~sin 2 Pa sin s (Fa + a) sin Pa 
P = ~ sin 2Pa sin s (Pa + a). 
P 
The maximum value of the term can never exceed ~. 
Difi~rentiating with respect to Pa, we have for a maximum 
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288 Mr. L. Fletcher on the Dilatation of C~stals 
or minimum, 
2 cos 2Pa sin s (Pa + a) + 2 sin 2Pa sin (Pa + a) cos (Pa + tt) =0, 
or  
sin (Pa.4-a) sin (3Pa+~)-----0. 
If sin (Pa+a)=0 the displacement of the pole is absolutely 
zero. 
From sin (3Pa + =) = 0 we deduce 
gfa g~a ~a 
Pa= -3-' 3- + 60°~ or ~- + 120 °. 
The corresponding values of the above term are 
k = . ~2 k = {2=a+120o)  ' k = . ~[2=a -~^o~ ~-sm -~aa, ~sinS X 3 , ~sm ~--~---lzu .]. 
PROP. IX. To find the lines of greatest and least expansion 
lying in a given zone ofany crystal. 
I f  0 be the common displacement of any two isotropic poles 
P, Q lying in the zone, we find from Prop. V. tha~ 
tan 0 = e _ e 
cot Pa - (1 + e) cot Pa - cot Qa-  (1 + e) cot Qa' 
whence 
sin Pa sin Qa 
s-~ ~ sin Qa = l+e;  
an equation which may readily be transformed into a loga- 
rithmic formula for determining Q the plane isotropic to P, 
if a, a, e, and P be given. 
If  the isotropic planes be rectangular, as is the case when 
their intersections with the zone-plane are the lines of greatest 
and least expansion, 
Qa -- Pa + 90 °, 
Qa= Pa + 900; 
and the above relation becomes 
sin 2Pa 
sin 2Pa -- 1 + e, 
whence  
tan (2Pa--aa)= ( l  + 2) tanaa~ 
from which two positions of P may be deduced. 
PROP. X. I f  the atroplc planes be permanent and two other 
planes be isotropic for a given pair of temperatures, to find the 
change in the mutual inclination of the latter at other tempe- 
ratures. 
If O, dp be the displacements of P and Q respectively for a 
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change of temperature d fined by the above quantity e~ then, 
as before, 
tan 0 = e 
cot Pc--(1 + e) cot Pa' 
e 
tan ~b= cot Qa- (1  +e) cot Qa' 
whence 
cot Qa-cot  Pc-(1 + e)(cot Qa-cot  Pa) 
tan (0-- ~b) = e 2 + [eotPa-- (1 + e)cotPa] [cotQa- (1 + e)cotQa]" 
If the planes P, Q are isotropic for a change of temperatures 
defined by the small quantity f corresponding to e~ it will fol- 
low in exactly the same way that 
cot Qa-eot  P~- (1  +f)(cot Qa-cot  Pc)=0. 
Substituting in the above value of tan (8 - ~b), we get 
(cot Qa-cot Pc) 
tan (0 - -6)= e~ + [cot P~--(1 + e)cot Pa] [cot Q~-(1 + e)cot Qa] ' 
and to the second order of small quantities, 
e(/--e)(cot qa -  cot Pa) 
tan (e-q~)=e(/-e) [cot e~:-  ~o~ -  ~t  qa] 
sin PQ sin Pa sin Qa 
=e(f-e) sin S eta 
Unless sin aa is very small and comparable with e and f, the 
variation in the inclination of P to Q is a small quantity of 
the second order. 
PROP. XI. We shall now consider the results which are 
obtained on neglecting the squares of small quantities. 
(a) We have already seen in Prop. VI. that the displace- 
ment of any pole P is in this case given by the relation 
8--- k sin Pa sin Pa~ 
where k is some small quantity independent of the position 
of P. 
(b) If % ~ be the variations of the arcs ac, ad~ then 
y=k sin ca sin (ca--at), 
~=k sin da sin (aa--ad)~ 
whence both aa and k can be determined. Practically, how- 
ever, it is quite as easy to use the rigorous formulae of Pro- 
positions II. and VII. 
(c) From the symmetry of the expression k sin Pa sin Pa 
Phil. Meg. S. 5. Vol. 16. hlo. 100. Oct. 1883. Y 
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290 Mr. L. Fletcher on the Dilatation of Crystals 
with respect to a and a~ it is seen immediately that any two 
poles equidistant respectively from a and a and lying in the 
arc aa are isotropic. 
(d) As a particular cas% the directions of greatest and least 
expansion are inclined at an angle of 45 ° on opposite sides of 
the bisector of the arc aa~ and thus have fixed directions in 
space at all temperatures if the planes a a are themselves per- 
manent in direction : as the crystal-lines momentarily coinci- 
dent with them are in motion, the crystal-lines cannot retain 
this property of being directions of greatest and least expan- 
sion (see previous Paper). 
(e) If 6, ~b be the variations of the arcs Pa, Qa for the same 
change of temperature, 
~? sin Pa sin Pa 
~b sin Qa sin Qa" 
Hence if the planes a a be permanently isotropic, the incre- 
ment of any arc Pa hears a constant ratio to that of any 
other are Qa for all temperatures. 
( f )  If P,p be any two rectangular planes and t~ t01 the re- 
spective variations of the ares Pa, pa~ 
+ Or=k [sin Pa sin Pa + sinpa sin pal =k cos aa, 
or t? + 8 / is constant for all positions of P and p. 
If ~b, ~b / be the corresponding variations for two other rectan- 
gular planes Q, q~ then, as borer% ¢+~b/----]ccosaa~ whence 
e - -Sb=-  (t~/--~b~); or the increase of the angle between any 
two planes P, Q is equal to the diminution of the angle between 
the planes perpendicular to them. 
Pnoe. XII. The motion of the plane-normal OP is quite 
distinct from tl~at of tire c~'~stal-line OP (fig. 4). 
It is easy to fall into the mistake of assuming that the for- 
mula tg~k sin Pa sin Pa gives the displacement of the crystal- 
line OP. That this is not actually the case will be clear from 
the following : -  
Let the pole P take at the second temperature the position 
p1 on the circle of projection, and thepoint P the positionp r on 
the ellipse: the normal OP thus becomes the normal OP ~, 
but the crystal-line OP becomes the crystal-line Opt; further, 
the plane tangent o the circle at P, and thus having OP for 
normal, will become the tangent plane to the ellipse at p / to  
which the ray Op I is only normal when p/is at the extremity 
of a principal axis. 
The difference of motion of the plane-normal OP and the 
crystal-line OP may be found thus : -  
"Let Q be a pole distant 90 ° from P, so that Qa=Pa+90 ° 
and Qa=Pa+90°  : if QI be the displaced position of the pole 
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on Change of Temperature. 291 
Q, then (Prop. VI.) 
Q~OQ =k sin Qa sin Q~ =k cos Pa cos Pa. 
:Now the crystal-line RQ tangent o the circle at Q, and 
thus parallel to the line OP, will become a tangent line r'q' 
to the ellipse and parallel to the tangent to the circle at Q~; 
since parallel lines of the crystal re rotated through the same 
angle, the crystal-line OP will be rotated through the same 
angle as the tangent to the circle at Q, i. e. through the angle 
k cos Pa cos Pa. The difference of motion of OP the normal 
and OP the ray will therefore be 
k sin Pa sin Pa--k cos Pa cos Pa, 
or --k cos (Pa+ Pa), 
which will only vanish when 
Pa + Pa = (2n + 1)~, 
which is the case when OP is a line of greatest or least ex- 
pansion (see Prop. XI. d). 
Pao•. XIII. To find a p@sical expression for tl~e quantity k
5). 
We have already seen that in the formula 6-~-k sin Pa sin P% 
a, a are two isotropic poles ; we shall now show that the co- 
efficient k when expressed in circular measure is equal to the 
difference of the greatest and least coefficients of expansion 
of the crystal-lines lying in the plane of the zone. 
Let Oa, Oa be the normals to a pair of isotropic planes a, a; 
and let OL, OM, OL ~, OM ~ be the positions of the crystal- 
lines of greatest and least expansion at the two temperatures. 
I f  OP, OP' be the normals to LM, L~M ~, and 8, 81 the coeffi- 
cients of expansion of the lines OL, OM, we must have 
whence 
°5' =(1 +8), °M'=(1 +81), 
eL 6g  
tan P~OL ~ 1 + 8 
tan POL - 1+81" 
Since by Prop. IX. the position of L, and by Prop. I. the arc 
L'a' can be calculated to any degree of accuracy, and also 
the arc P/d corresponding to any known arc Pa, the relation 
1 + 8 tan (PIal--L'a I) 
1+81 -- tan (Pa--La) 
1+8 
is one from which the ratio ~ can likewise be calculated 
to any degree of precision. 
Y2 
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292 Mr. L. Fletcher on the Dilatation of Crystals 
Neglecting squares of small quantities~ 
tan P /eL I - tan  POL--(8-81) tan POL ; 
or, to the same approximation, 
PIOLI- -POL = (6--61) sin POL cos POL. 
Since 
PIOLI--POL =PIOP--LrOL, 
we may write the relation thus, 
PrOP--L'OL= (8--8~) sin POL cos POL . (A) 
From the above formula (Prop. VI.), 
k P'OP = k sin Pa sin Pa = ~ [cos ~a-- cos(ea + V~)]. 
By Proposition XII. the motion of the crystal-line L  is 
the same as that of the plane-normal OL~ for eL  is a line of 
greatest or least expansion. 
Hence 
k (La + L,,) ], L'OL =k sin La sin L~= ~ [cos aa-- cos 
and 
k 
P'OP--L'OL-- ~ [cos (La+La) - -  cos (Pa+ Pa)] 
Pa- -LaTP~- -La  . PaTLaTPa+La = k sin sm 2 2 
= k sin PL sin (PL + La + La). 
But, by Prop. XI. (d), 
sin (La + La) = _+ 1. 
Hence 
P'OP--L 'OL= ik  sin PL cos PL. (B) 
Equating the two values given by (A) and (B), we find 
is equal to ±(6--61), and is independent of the particular 
pair of isotropic poles a, a employed in the formula /~---- 
k sin Pa sin Pa. 
The positive or negative sign must be taken according as 
sin (La-t-La) is equal to -t-1 or --1, eL  being that axis for 
which the coefficient of expansion is 8. 
PROP. XIV. To.find t]~e coejficient of expansion A of a line 
OP inclined to a direction of greatest or least expansion at an 
angle 6 (fig. 5). 
Let 8, 81 be the coefficients of expansion of the lines OL, OM, 
and let it be required to find the coefficient of expansion of 
OP where POL = #. 
If P'N', N'O be the rectangular coordinates ofP~, the second 
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on Cllange of Temperature. 293 
position of P, referred to the lines OL I, O1W, the correspond- 
ing positions of the crystal-lines OL~ OM~ then, as befor% 
ON/--- (1 + 8) ON=(1 +8) OP cos O, 
and PINt = (1 + 8z) PN = (1 + 81) OP sin 0. 
Whence, neglecting squares of small quantities, 
OP'~= OPt(1 + 28 cos ~ 0 + 285 sin '2 0) ; 
and if OP'= (1 + A)OP, 
A = 8 cos: 0 + 81sin: O, 
or A- -8= (81--8) sin ~ 0. 
PROP. XV. To determine the expansion perpendicular to 
symmet~T-plane of an Oblique crystal (fig. 6). 
th l f  ,e at the two temperatures~ bm~ bm ~ be the angular dis- 
tances from b of a pole not lying in the plane of symmetry, it 
was shown (Prop. XIII.), fi:om the fact of bh remaining per- 
manently a quadrant~ that, omitting small quantities of the 
second order, 
brat--bin= (8~--A) sin bm sin mh, 
A being the coefficient of expansion of Oh, the line of inter- 
section of the zone-plane Ibm] with the plane of symmetry~ 
and 82 the coefficient of expansion of Ob, a line perpendicular 
to the plane of symmetry. 
If 0 be the inclination of Oh to that thermic axis of which 
the coefficient of expansion is 8, then (Prop. XIV.) 
A--8=(81--8 ) sin: 0, 
whence 
bml--bm (81--8) sin: 0. 
8~--8= sin bm sin mh + 
We shall now illustrate the above formulm by a practical 
application of them. 
The only published measurements of the angles of an 
Oblique crystal at different temperatures ~ ere, until the recent 
determinations of Beckenkamp, those made upon gypsum by 
Mitscherlich, the discoverer of the angular variations produced 
in crystals by change of temperature. From these measure- 
ments Neumann has calculated the positions and expansions of
the thermie axes, and we shall thus be able to directly com- 
pare the results obtained by his method with those deduced 
from the preceding formulae. 
Fig 7 a represents a crystal of gypsum : b is the cleavage- 
plane and plane of symmetry (0 1 0), m ml are planes of the 
prism { 1 1 0}~ and 1/1 of the form { 1 1 1 }; the planes a (1 0 0), 
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294 Mr. L. Fletcher on tl, e D i la ta t ion  o f  Crysta ls  
d (1 0 1), if they had presented themselves, would have trun- 
cated the edges m rex, 111 respectively. 
In the original paper* Mitscherlich states that, on a variation 
of temperature amounting to 100 ° C., the angle between the 
planes mm 1 becomes more obtuse by 10 / 50 I/, the angle be- 
tween the planes 111 more obtuse b); 8 / 25 ~1, and the angle 
between the edges d a more obtuse by 7 ~ 26/f. 
It is worthy of remark that, from the other results given in 
the same paper, we infer that these variations have not been 
directly observed, but have been calculated fi'om the observed 
differences on the assumption that the changes of angle are 
proportional to the changes of temperature and are independent 
of the absolute temperatures at which the measurements are 
made. Perhaps this may partly account for the difference in 
the results obtained by Mitscherlich and Beckenkamp. 
Mitscherlich gives no absolute measurements and no initial 
temperature. We shall adopt the absolute values as deter- 
mined by Nenmannt for an initial temperature ofabout 18~ °C., 
and used by him in his own calculations. 
We then have 
First temperature 
[Neumann]. 
am 3~ 1~ 
d l  18 9 
ad  52 16 
Variations 
[Mitscherlieh]. 
--4 12"5 
--7 26 
Second temperature. 
a' 
d/11 18 4 ~7"5 
d d I 5"2 8 34 
Let the zone m 1 (fig. 7 b) meet the plane of symmetry in 
the pole c (0 0 1) ; we require to calculate ac. 
In the spherical triangle m b l, knowing the two sides m b, 
b l, and the included angle m b l, or the arc a d, we find that 
at the first temperature m l=49 ° 0 / 35//"73, and at the second 
temperature =48 ° 561 4//"63 ; also the angle m lb  at the first 
temperature =59 ° 551 31ri"7, and at the second = 59 ° 58 /
44//"5: hence from the right-angled triangle c d l, knowing d l  
and the angle d lc (=mlb) ,  we find that dc  at the first tem- 
perature =28 ° 16 / 37/~'2, and at the second temperature 
=28 ° 14 / 20I/'8. 
By addition we have 
a c . . . 80 ° 32 ~ 37/r'2, dd . . . 80 ° 22 / 54"'8. 
(a) Find the pole a isotropie to a. From Prop. II. we 
have 
sin dc sin d id  sin 28 ° 16 r 37//"2 sin 52 ° 81 34// 
tan $ = sin d id  sin da - -  sin 28 ° 14 / 20~/'8 sin 52 ° 161 0 l" 
* Abh. d. k. _P. Ak.  zu J~erlin, 1826, p. 212. 
t Pogg. Ann. 1833~ vol. xxvii, p. 262. 
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Also 
on Change of  Temperatu~.e. 
~b=44 ° 59 / 13"'93. 
295 
aot) = ran ~ tan (45 ° + ~b); 
whence 
tan (80 ° 27 p 46"--a~t)=--tan 41 51"'2 tan 89 ° 59' 13"'93, 
tan 41 51"'2 
tan 46"'07 
---- tan 81 ° 0 ~ 35"'7, 
and 
aa= 161 ° 28 / 21"7,  
the arc being measured in the positive direction, namely ac. 
Also 
a= 180°--aa= 18 ° 3Y 38"'3. 
(b) Neglecting squares of small quantities, as is done by 
Neumann, the positions of the lines of greatest and least ex- 
pansion can now be immediately found. From Prop. XI. d, if 
T be the axis nearest o a in the arc aa, 
aa o aT= ~- -45  
=-35 ° 4¥  10"85. 
Neumann gives as result 35 ° 46/. 
(c) I f  3, 31 be the principal expansions, we have seen (Prop. 
XII I .) ,  that 
0 
$1- -~=k= sin Pa sin Fa'  
for in this case sin (Ta + Ta)--- - -  1. 
I f  P coincide with c, we find 
582"4 × circ. meas. of 1 'I 
31--8= sin 80 ° 32 / 37"'2 sin 80 ° 55 / 44"'5 
='0028987, 
where ~ refers to the axis nearest o the pole a in the arc 
aa. Neumann gives as result "002892. 
Finally, by the method of Prop. XV., illustrated later by 
example (page 300), ~- -3  may be calculated. 
To ascertain to what extent we shall be justified in neglect- 
ing the small terms of the second order, we shall make some 
calculations founded on the more exact formu]m given 
above , - -  
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296 Mr. L. Fletcher on the Dilatation of Crystals 
(a) From Prop. V I I .  we have 
sin 4, 
sm ca sin(ca + ¢) '  
where we may write 
ca= 80 ° 32 / 37H'2, 
ca=- -80  ° 55 / 44II'5, 
~b = --582/e'4; 
whence  
k=5981"18 
= "0029001 
in circular measure. Whence, as before only to the first ap- 
proximation, 
$1--$='0029001. 
(b) I f  61 be the displacement of a pole P when small quan- 
tities of the second order are neglected, we have 
81=k sin Pa sin P~=k sin Pa sin (Pa - -aa) ,  
= k sin Pa (sin Pa + ~--  180°), 
= --k sin Pa sin (Pa+a) ;  
whence in the present instance 
/71= --598"'18 sin Pa sin (Pa + 18 ° 311 381/'3). 
To show the displacements in various parts of the zone, the 
values of/91 for poles at every 10 ° from a are given below : - -  
Pa. 
o 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
01". 
- 49'61 
--127"44 
--224"10 
--327"94 
--426"43 
-507'69 
Pd~. 
o 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
0,". 
-561"92 
--582"58 
--567"18 
--517'57 
--43974 
--343'08 
l : )g .  O1 n . 
o 
130 -239'24 
140 - 140-75 
150 -- 59'49 
160 - 5"26 
170 -I- 15"40 
180 0 
Perhaps the alteration of the angles in various parts of the 
zone is more clearly shown by taking the differences of the 
above terms, and thus finding the variations of a series of 
arcs each of which is initially 10 ° in length. 
We then have (still neglecting squares of small quantities) : - -  
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on Change of Tem~verature. 
Arc. Variation. Arc. Variation. 
15-26 - 71.83 105-11  + d.83 
20-30 --  96"66 110-120 + 96"66 
30-40 -103.84 120-130 ÷103.84 
40-50 --  98"49 130-140 ÷ 98"49 
50-60 --  81"26 140-150 + 81"26 
60-70 - -  54-23 150-160 + 54"23 
70-80 --  20"66 160-170 + 20-66 
80-90 + 15"40 170-180 -- 15-40 
297 
This table also serves as a numerical example of Prop. XI .  f~ 
which states that to this approximation the quantities in the 
second and fourth columns are equal in magnitude but oppo- 
site in sign. 
To proceed to the next degree of approximation we must 
calculate the value of the expression tan 201 cot Pa, and substi- 
tute in the formula 
03= 01 + tan 301 cot Pa. 
The smaller ~erm calculated for eve W 10 ° is given in the 
following table in seconds : - -  
Pa. tan 2 01 col :Pa. 
lg 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
+~'07 
+0'22 
+0"42 
+0"62 
+0"74 
+0"72 
I 
Pa. 'tan 201 cot Pa. 
7g 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
+6'56 
+0"29 
0 
-0"23 
--0"34 
--0'33 
Pa. tan 2 0 z cot :Pa. 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
-0"23 
--0"11 
--0"03 
0 
--O'O1 
0 
The second term is thus a positive maximum for a pole 
between 50 ° and 60°; a negative maximum for a pole between 
110 ° and 120 °, and also for a pole between 160 ° and 180°; 
the largest maximum being the one first mentioned. 
We find from Prop. V I I I .  that the exact distances of these 
poles from a are respectively 
53 ° 49 / 27//'2, 113 ° 49 / 27II'2~ 173 ° 49' 27I"2; 
and the largest maximum will be 
k2 
sin s 107 ° 38' 54I/'4 
= 0 'I"80. 
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298 Mr. L. Fletcher on the Dilatation of Crystals 
The second term thus reaches a maximum value of only 
four-i]fths of a second, and only exceeds half a second for 
poles in the small arc extending from 35 c to 70 ° from a. The 
second term might thus~ in the case of gypsum at least, be 
neglected in comparison with experimental errors. 
To find tlte exact positions of tl~e lines of greatest and least 
expansion, assuming the measurements of the angles to be perfect. 
From page 296, 
e 
sin aa  =k-- - - '0029001,  
whence 
2 
- = 2170"332. 
e 
I f  T be the principal axis nearest o a, then, from Prop. IX., 
tan (2Ta- -aa)= (1 + e2-)tan aa= 2171"332 tan aa; 
whence 
2Ta-- aa + 90 ° = 283//'46, 
and 
Ta_--35 ° 46 / 32//-58. 
To test the accuracy of the formulm we may calculate the 
motions of T and T1 respectively relative to that of a. 
(a) For the motion of T, 
01=--598"'18 sin 35 ° 46 r 3211"58 sin (35 ° 461 3211"58 +18 ° 31 r 38'" 
= - -  284rt.000, 
t~ 2 -  t~ 1= tan ~t~l cot Ta 
= + 0"'54266; 
whence the motion of T to the second order of small quantities 
is 283r1"457. 
(b) For the motion of T1, 
67=--598// '18 sin 125 ° 46 r 32'r'58 sin (125 ° 461 32I/'58 
= __283//.178~ + 18 ° 31' 38//"3) 
82-- ~1 = tan"t?l cot Tla = -- 0//"28014; 
whence the motion of T 1 to the second order of small quanti- 
ties is 283I"458. T and T1 are therefore isotropi% and distant 
90 ° from each other at both temperatures. 
We may remark that the values above deduced agree very 
satisfactorily with Prop. IV., which states that the middle point 
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on Change of Temperature. '299 
of the arc traced out by T must be distant exactly 45 ° fi-om 
the point of bisection of the arc aa. 
To find the ehanye at the second temperature in the mutual 
inclination of two planes which at the first temperature are per- 
pendicular to each other but inclined to the thermic axes at an 
angle of 1 ° (Prop. VI.). 
I f  P, Q be the two planes, 
Pa=36 ° 46' 32"'58, Qa=Pa+90 °. 
(a) For the motion of P, 
t71------598"'18 sin 36 ° 461 32"'58 sin 55 ° 18 f 10"'88 
= -- 294"'438, 
tan ~ 0~ cot Pa = + 0"56080; 
whence the motion of P is --293"'877. 
(b) For the motion of Q, 
81----598"'18 sin 126 ° 46 / 32Ir'58 sin 145 ° 18 / 10"'88 
= - 272"'740, 
tan 2 01 cot Qa . . . .  0-.26955 ; 
whence the motion of Q is 273"'010; and the change of incli- 
nation of P to Q is only 20"'867. 
If, then, we wish to find by trial a pair of planes which can 
be proved by direct measm'ement of the angle between them 
to retain their perpendicularity, a possible rror of one second 
in the measurement of the angle between the planes will lead 
3600 
to a possible error of ~ ,  or 172"52 seconds in the deter- 
ruination of the position of the pair of planes relative to the 
given plane a. 
To find the motion relative to the p!ane a of a plane inclined 
to ~ at an initial angle of 1 ° (Prop. VL).  
Here 01=--598"'18 sin 1 ° sin 19 ° 3V 38"'3 
= --3"'4895~ 
and 
tan~ 01 cot Pa =0;  
whence the motion relative to a is only --3"'4895. Hence 
if we are given the plane a, and are required to find a plane 
which can be proved by direct measurement to be equally 
inclined to a at the two temperatures, a possible error of one 
second in the measurement of the angle between the planes 
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3600 
will lead to a possible rror of 3"4895-- 1031"7 seconds in the 
determination of the isotropic plane a. 
The last two numerical results serve to illustrate the diffi- 
culty which would be experienced in attempting to determine 
by direct measurement whether two planes are absolutely or 
only approximately coincident with isotropic planes; in other 
wordsj whether or not two planes are permanently isotropie. 
The expansion ~ pe~endlcular to the plane of s!tmmetrg 
found (Prop. XV.). 
Since aT is 35 ° 46 ~ 32~/'58, the expansion A in the direction 
Oa will be given by 
A - -~=(~- -~)  sin~35 ° 46' 32'"58 [Prop. XIV.], 
where ~1--~='0029001; 
thus A- -S= +.000991177. 
Also (Prop. XIII.) 
~2-- A = 2(bin'--bin) 
sin 2bin 
From page 294, bral--bm = 51 251I~ 
bin= 55 ° 41 l, 
whence $2-- A = + "0033839, 
and ~2--~ = 0"0043757. 
~eumann's result is 0"004371. 
With the exception of Propositions IV. and XV., which re- 
quire the zone-plane to be a plane of symmetry, all the above 
propositions are applicable not only to planes perpendicular to
a plane of symmetry, but to any zone of a crystal whatever the 
system to which the crystal belongs; but it is clear that the 
directions of the maximum and minimum expansions of the 
crystal for lines lying in a given zone-plane are only those of 
the principal expansions of the whole crystal when the zone- 
plane is a plane of symmetry. 
ETo be continued.~ 
XLII .  The Law of Error. B U F. Y. EDGEWORTH*. 
T ttE Law of Error is deducible from several hypotheses, of which the most important is that every measurahle 
(physical observation, statistical number, &c.) may he regarded 
Communicated by the Author. 
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